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Abstract

This paper studies the interstate effects of decentralized taxation and spending when individuals can work from home (WFH). Because WFH decouples population and employment, the analysis of tax impacts on state populations, employment levels, wages and housing prices is radically different than in the standard model where individuals live and work in the same state. Which state can tax teleworkers—leading to either source or residence taxation—matters for tax impacts under WFH. Our main findings, which pertain to the employment and wage effects of WFH, show that a shift from a non-WFH economy to WFH reduces employment and raises the wage in high-tax states, with larger effects under source taxation. Once WHF is established, an increase in a state’s tax rate either reduces employment further while raising the wage (source taxation) or leaves the labor market unaffected (residence taxation). The analysis also shows that the residence-taxation equilibrium is efficient, while source taxation is inefficient.
1. Introduction

State and local governments are limited to taxing people living, or activities occurring, within their borders. With the exception of a relatively small share of workers commuting between states in multi-state metro areas such as New York and Chicago, people live and work in the same state. But telework fundamentally severs the geographic link between the locations of the employer and the worker, in a more fundamental way than for physical interstate commuters. As a result, states may disagree about whether remote work occurs “within” their borders for tax purposes, with either the employer’s location or the worker’s home plausibly viewed as the place where the economic activity occurs. Such a distinction means that standard models, which assume people live where they work, are no longer able to appropriately characterize the effect of state taxes on migration, labor flows, wages, and housing prices.

In this paper, we show how the economy’s locational equilibrium is affected by decentralized taxes and spending when an individual can work for an out-of-state employer from the convenience of his or her home. To do so, we adapt the model of Brueckner, Kahn and Lin (BKL, 2022), who analyze the effect of decoupling residence and work locations in a work-from-home (WFH) economy, showing how telework alters the equilibrating role of wages and house prices.¹ Our model adds differential state taxes and public services (an endogenous amenity)
to BKL’s framework. This extension requires specifying which state (the employment or residence state) has taxing rights over the income of a teleworker. To gain intuition, we consider two polar cases, where teleworkers are taxed only by the source (employment) state or taxed only by the state of residence. Toward the end of the paper, we also consider hybrid systems that contains elements of both the source- and residence-taxation regimes. Given the complex variations in tax practices across the states, each of these three systems (source-based, residence-based, and hybrid) may pertain to different subsets of U.S. households as taxed by state or local governments.

With a few exceptions, sourcing rules are ignored in the current public finance literature on personal income taxation, recognizing that most workers lived and worked in the same place prior to the recent pandemic. Although these rules have been a major focus in the analysis of corporate and commodity taxes, we have a limited understanding of how state income tax systems—and the resulting public services—will affect where people live and work in a WFH economy. As telework has made interjurisdictional working arrangements much more common, with economists arguing that they are here to stay (Barrero, Bloom and Davis, 2021), insights on the effect of public policies in the WFH economy are clearly needed. Our paper furthers this goal by showing the effect of tax rates on the spatial equilibrium under WFH, while also exposing the importance of tax rules in this new telework era.

The appropriate taxation of teleworkers is an important policy issue. A recent Supreme Court lawsuit filed by the state of New Hampshire challenged the ability of Massachusetts to tax individuals working for Massachusetts employers from their New Hampshire homes. Given that the Court declined to hear this case, we are left with a hodgepodge of sourcing rules that differ across states, with legal uncertainty on the power to tax teleworkers expected for the

would allow for state taxes to potentially influence an additional margin, the added complexity is unlikely to be worthwhile in the current setting.

2 Where profits should be taxed in the corporate income-tax context has gained much more attention (see, for example, Auerbach and Devereux, 2018 and Suárez Serrato and Zidar, 2018), but the insights from studying multi-nationals engaged primarily in profit shifting rather than relocation of real activities cannot easily be extended to the personal income tax. The same is true for commodity taxes (Lockwood, 1993; Lockwood, 2001), although the parallel between online shopping and telework is a bit clearer. However, individuals who engage in online shopping are unlikely to move across states due to a sales tax increase, in contrast to the current setting.
foreseeable future.⁴ Such controversies, combined with limited economic models, means that there is little guidance on the economic consequences of various sourcing rules. We shed light on the effect of these rules for the United States, for other federations, and even supra-national institutions that are struggling with the tax treatment of remote workers.⁵ Our theoretical model can provide guidance for policymakers debating where income should be taxed in a digital era and how state-level tax changes will affect employment and population.⁵

The model adds to BKL’s framework a public good financed by state-specific ad valorem taxes on earnings. Consumer utility then depends on housing and non-housing consumption, the public good, and amenities, which differ between the two states that comprise the stylized economy. Amenities are high in state h and low in state l. In the absence of WFH, workers work where they live, and the single equilibrium condition requires equal utilities between states h and l, determining the division of population between them. Under WFH, residential utilities must again be equalized, but because workers can be employed anywhere, they must be indifferent between working in state h or l, which requires that net-of-tax wages must be equal across the states. The utility- and net-wage-equalization conditions provide two equations to determine two unknowns: population and employment in state h, which are disconnected under WFH instead of taking values that are identical in the absence of WFH. State-l values

---

³ Many states follow a physical presence rule to determine what share of income is sourced to the employment state (see Agrawal and Stark, 2022, for extensive discussion). Under such a rule, if a worker never sets foot in a state to work, taxes will be effectively residence based. But if the worker needs to be in-person some days, then the employment state has taxing rights on the income proportional to the share of days worked there. But, other states follow the “convenience of the employer” rule, litigated in Zelinsky v. Tax Appeals Tribunal of the State of New York. The rule states that “any allowance claimed for days worked outside New York State must be based upon the performance of services which of necessity, as distinguished from convenience, obligate the employee to out-of-state duties in the service of his employer.” In other words, for only the residence state to have taxing rights over a teleworker, the worker must be able to show that the work was undertaken outside of the state for business reasons of the employer, rather than for her own convenience. Such a rule, adopted by New York, implies that income is taxed by the source state under work-from-home arrangements.

⁴ These issues raise challenges for other federal systems such as Canada and Switzerland. They also arise within supranational institutions such as the European Union, where cross-border workers are subject to taxation in the source state, but are also subject to taxation in the state of residence on a pro rata basis. At the onset of the pandemic, bilateral measures were put in place to mitigate the complexities of apportionment between two member states. Finally, these issues arise for telework across international boundaries, such as a EU resident teleworking outside the EU. Here bilateral tax treaties determine where income is taxed.

⁵ Unfortunately, the WFH revolution is too recent to allow an empirical study of how state tax rates affect employment and population levels. We will conclude with guidance about how such analysis could proceed in the future.
are determined by the overall population constraint.

Tax rules are important. The form of the net-wage-equalization condition depends on whether taxes are paid in the state where the worker is employed (source taxation) or in the state of residence (residence taxation). Under residence taxation, because the same (residential) tax rate is applied to wage income regardless of where it is earned, the tax rate drops out of the net-wage-equalization condition, which reduces to a requirement that wages are equalized across states. Under source taxation, by contrast, the tax rate applied to the wage differs by the state of employment and thus does not cancel from the equalization condition.

The analysis first asks how emergence of WFH affects employment and population in the two states, comparing the impacts under source and residence taxation. This question is answered under the assumption that taxes in the two states are set optimally in the absence of WFH, which implies a higher tax rate in $h$, the high-amenity state. With tax rates then held fixed at these non-WFH values, as they would be in the short run, we show that the shift to WFH reduces employment in state $h$ relative to the no-WFH equilibrium while increasing it in state $l$, doing so under both WFH tax regimes. These employment effects raise (lower) the wage in state $h$ (state $l$). Notably, the employment and wage changes are larger under source taxation than under residence taxation. While the effects of WFH on state populations, and thus on housing prices, are ambiguous under source taxation, WFH leads to an increase in state $h$’s population and housing price under residence taxation, with the reverse effects in state $l$. Thus, high-tax states are predicted to unambiguously lose employment under WFH while also gaining population when taxation is residence-based. The increase in population arises because WFH allows individuals to move to a higher amenity state without the prior loss in wages.

Turning to the impacts of state taxes, we analyze the impact of an exogenous increase in state $h$’s tax rate, starting from an arbitrary level. Under WFH with source taxation, the tax increase reduces employment and raises the wage in state $h$. But under WFH with residence taxation, employment and wage effects are strikingly absent, a consequence of wage (as opposed to net-wage) equalization. The tax increase’s effects on populations and housing prices are ambiguous in general under the two WFH regimes, but can be signed if labor demand
is inelastic (source case) or by specifying whether the initial tax rate is below or above the optimum (residence case). This latter ambiguity also applies in the absence of WFH, where the changes in population, and thus in employment, depend on the level of the initial tax rate relative to the optimal rate.

Unambiguous employment effects emerge under the two WFH regimes because population and employment are decoupled when residential and work locations can differ. The ambiguous effects of the tax increase on population are due, however, to the presence of an endogenous amenity in the form of public spending. Under the WFH regime with residence taxation or in the absence of WFH, a higher tax rate makes the state more attractive (thus inducing a population inflow) if the tax rate is initially suboptimal, but vice versa if the tax rate is initially supra-optimal. By contrast, in the WFH regime with source taxation, private consumption is equalized across states via net-wage equalization, so that a higher tax makes state $h$ more attractive if it simply increases the public-good level, an outcome ensured by inelastic labor demand. Population then increases in state $h$ while employment falls. In these ways, the presence of endogenous public amenity precludes simple statements about the effect of a tax increase on state populations. However, if the tax increase raises state $h$’s population, this change in conjunction with the zero or negative employment effects in the state allows us to conclude that the net flow of remote work shifts toward state $l$.

The main positive conclusions of the analysis thus pertain to the employment and wage effects of WFH. A shift to WFH from a non-WFH regime reduces employment and raises the wage in high-tax states. Once WFH is established, an increase in a state’s tax rate further reduces employment and raises the wage if taxes are source based or leaves the labor market unaffected if residence taxation is present.

The analysis also derives an important normative result by showing that the residence-taxation equilibrium under WFH is efficient, while the source taxation is inefficient. The implication is that workers are better off under residence taxation. Intuitively, the residence principle efficiently equates marginal products across states while effectively converting the labor tax into an efficient head tax, which in turn induces individuals to account for public-good congestion costs. As a result, the federal government would want to induce states to
choose the residence principle for state income taxes.

An extension of the model derives further tax impacts by considering a group of (affluent) workers who pay taxes but do not benefit from the public good they finance, while operating in labor and housing markets that are segmented from the rest of the population. For this group, state taxes are a pure negative force, just like low amenities, without the complication introduced by the valuation of public goods. As a result, determinate results can then be stated regarding the tax increase’s effects on the rich populations of the states and the housing prices they pay. In particular, with residence taxation, the rich population and the housing price paid fall in state $h$, being unaffected if taxes are source based.

Finally, we extend the model to include two hybrid systems that currently apply to certain combinations of U.S. states. Under one such system, the source state first taxes the income of teleworkers in the state, and then the residence state taxes the same income but offers a tax credit for taxes already paid. We show that, if such a system were universal among states, only one state’s workers can work in both states in equilibrium, with teleworking occurring in only one direction. If these workers turn out to live in state $l$, we show that the resulting hybrid equilibrium coincides with the source-taxation equilibrium. Otherwise, a new equilibrium emerges distinct from that under either source or residence taxation. However, we show that, under a different hybrid system where one state unilaterally taxes nonresident teleworkers while the other state refuses to offer tax credits, the equilibrium coincides with the residence-based equilibrium.

We make several contributions to the urban economics literature. First, we extend spatial equilibrium models to study important questions in public finance related to locational sorting across cities due to decentralized taxation. Most closely related to our paper is Albouy (2009), who shows that, because federal taxes are based upon nominal rather than real incomes, even they can influence the location of economic activity in the presence of cost-of-living differences. While the influence of state tax differentials is more transparent, our contribution is to show that the rules over where income is taxed influence how location decisions and prices respond.

---

7 Wildasin (1980) and Wildasin (1986) characterize the efficiency conditions for taxes in a federal system.
to those taxes and that the response depends critically on whether workers are able to work remotely. Second, the literature on spatial equilibrium has recently emphasized the role of endogenous amenities in reinforcing sorting across jurisdictions (see Brueckner, Thisse, and Zenou 1999; Diamond, 2016; Couture, 2019; Almagro, 2019). By considering an endogenously determined level of public services, we introduce a force that can influence whether a state becomes a more attractive place to live even as it becomes a less attractive place to work. Finally, we contribute to the recent set of theoretical papers that have analyzed how telework shapes urban form (Behrens, Kichko and Thisse, 2021; Delventhal, Kwon and Parhomenko, 2022; Delventhal and Parkhomenko, 2021; Gokan, Kichko and Thisse, 2021; Kyriakopoulou and Picard, 2022; Larson and Zhao, 2017) by studying how public policies interact with telework.

In addition, we contribute to the public finance literature. First, in relaxing the common assumption that workers live where they work (Gordon and Cullen, 2012; Lehmann, Simula and Trannoy, 2014), where people are taxed becomes critical. Under certain taxing rules, our model implies that the migration elasticity is no longer sufficient to determine spatial distortions, with researchers also needing to estimate employment elasticities. Critically, in some cases, our model indicates that estimates of residential responses to taxation will incorrectly determine both the magnitude and the direction of spatial distortions to the labor market. Second, our paper takes a “tax system” approach to the study of state taxation. As noted in Slemrod and Gillitzer (2014), most of the income tax literature focuses on the effect of tax rates and tax bases, at the expense of other important legal rules that make up our tax systems. We show that the responses to state taxes depend critically on the sourcing rules for income, but the incidence and spatial distortions resulting from various tax rules are quite different from those found in the corporate tax literature (Auerbach and Devereux, 2018). Third, we show that public spending is critical to the new spatial equilibrium. Although most of the literature on tax-generated residential relocation focuses on high-income workers (Kleven

---

8 The exceptions include papers that have studied the presence/lack of reciprocity agreements on interstate commuting or interjurisdictional mobility (Rork and Wagner, 2012; Coomes and Hoyt, 2008; Rohlin, Rosenthal and Ross, 2014; Agrawal and Hoyt, 2018; Agrawal and Tester, 2022).

et al., 2020), for whom public services hold little value, the migration of individuals who value public services show a richer pattern of responses. Telework under the source principle also raises issues of tax exporting, whereby the labor supply decisions of nonresident teleworkers influence the public services residents receive.

The plan of the paper is as follows. Section 2 presents the model, while the analysis is carried out in section 3. Section 4 presents extensions of the main analysis, while section 5 offers conclusions.

2. Model

2.1. The setup

The economy has two states\(^{10}\) with fixed unitary land areas but different amenity levels, containing a total population of \(2N\). The wage earned by workers employed in a state is given by \(w(L)\), where \(L\) is the employment level and \(w' < 0\). The underlying production function is \(f(L)\), with \(w = f'\) and \(f'' < 0\), and it implicitly depends on a fixed factor such as immobile capital or a fixed business land area.\(^{11}\) The wage is the same for resident and remote workers, with no productivity loss from working remotely.\(^{12}\)

States levy an ad valorem income or payroll tax \(t\) on workers employed in the state (source principle) or residing there (residence principle), with the revenue used to provide a public good \(z\). Assuming that \(z\) is a publicly produced private good produced at unitary cost, then \(z = tB/N\), where \(B\) is the tax base and \(N\) is the state population. The expression for the tax base \(B\) depends on whether taxation uses the source principle or the residence principle, as

\(^{10}\) Although we refer to the jurisdictions as states, the model also could apply to countries or to localities within states that are allowed to levy local income taxes.

\(^{11}\) BKL assumed that states also differ in productivity, with the wage function depending on a state productivity parameter. However, this extra dimension of asymmetry between the states (beyond the assumed amenity difference) is inessential in making the points we wish to establish in the analysis, though it could be added with relative ease.

\(^{12}\) While in BKL’s model and the present one, worker utility-equalization plays a key role, the models do not explicitly incorporate firm mobility (and hence an equal-profit condition), an important additional feature of the Rosen (1979)-Roback (1982) framework (whose approach partly motivated BKL). Firm mobility in the sense of Rosen and Roback is only tractable in a model with constant returns to scale, and adopting this assumption would obscure the link between wages and employment levels that lies at the heart of our analysis. A different mobility notion would apply to capital, a possible fixed factor in state production. However, capital mobility would cause the wage function to shift as capital relocates, altering the marginal product of labor. Such an extension would complicate the analysis.
seen below. Because \( z \) then depends on the tax rules along with a state’s wage, employment, and population levels, the level of this publicly-provided is endogenous, in contrast to the exogenous amenity \( A \).

In addition to depending on \( A \) and \( z \), consumer utility is determined by consumption of land (housing), denoted \( q \), and a numeraire non-land good, denoted \( e \). The utility function is assumed to take a quasi-linear form:

\[
A + e + V(tB/N) + U(q) = A + (1 - t)w - pq + V(tB/N) + U(q),
\]

where the equality uses the budget constraint \( e = (1 - t)w - pq \). Note that the increasing functions \( U(\cdot) \) and \( V(\cdot) \) satisfy \( U''(\cdot), V''(\cdot) < 0 \), and that the coefficients of \( A \) and \( e \) are identical and equal to unity through choice of units of measurement.

Using the housing first-order condition \( U'(q) = p \), the terms \( U(q) - pq \) in (1), which give “net housing utility,” can be written as \( U(q) - U'(q)q \equiv X(q) \), where \( X'(q) = -U''(q)q > 0 \). But with a state’s land area fixed at unity, housing consumption is given \( q = 1/N \). Net housing utility can then be written as \( X(1/N) \equiv H(N) \), with \( H \) decreasing in \( N \) because \( X' > 0 \). This decrease in net housing utility arises because the housing price \( p \), which can be written as \( p(N) \equiv U'(1/N) \), is increasing in \( N \) given \( U''(\cdot) < 0 \) (making \( X' \) positive from above and hence \( H' < 0 \)).

Rewriting utility using the \( H \) function, it becomes\(^\text{13}\)

\[
A + (1 - t)w(L) + V(tB/N) + H(N).
\]

\(^\text{13}\)Two types of income, land rent and profit (or income to the fixed factor, equal to \( f(L) - f'(L)L \)) are not captured in this utility expression. Although it could be assumed that this non-wage income flows to absentee owners, this assumption is not tenable in a model that is intended to portray an entire economy. Instead, we assume that the total income across both states from these two sources is equally shared among workers, and that this income is not subject to state taxes, so that the utility expression in (3) is then augmented by this non-wage income share (possibly reduced or entirely eliminated by a federal tax that finances a nationally uniform public good). Importantly, since this quantity (which is endogenous) does not depend on the state of residence of the worker, it cancels in all the utility-equalization conditions presented below, which equate worker utilities across states. Non-wage income can thus be ignored since it plays no role in the derivation of the results of the analysis.
This framework implicitly treats a state as a single residence and work location, when in fact cities are the relevant housing and labor markets. To make the model more realistic in this regard, we could assume that population and employment in each state are equally divided among a common number of identical cities, each subject to the state’s tax rate. Without loss of generality, we can assume that this common number of cities equals 1.

2.2. Equilibrium conditions

As explained in the introduction, a state’s employment level equals its population \( L = N \) in the absence of WFH. As a result, the source and residence principles yield the same expression for the tax base \( B \), which equals \( w(N)N \), or total wages earned in the state by its residents, all of whom are employed there. Thus, \( z = tB/N = tw(N)N/N = tw(N) \), which equals the tax payment of an individual worker. Substituting this expression in the \( V \) function, the single non-WFH equilibrium can be stated, which requires populations to adjust so as to equalize utilities. Adding state subscripts in (2), this condition is

\[
A_h + (1 - t_h)w(N_h^*) + V(t_hw(N_h^*)) + H(N_h^*) = A_l + (1 - t_l)w(N_l^*) + V(t_lw(N_l^*)) + H(N_l^*), \tag{3}
\]

where asterisks denote non-WFH equilibrium values. Substituting \( N_l^* = 2N - N_h^* \) in (3), the condition then determines the equilibrium value of \( N_h^* \), with \( N_l^* \) determined residually.

WFH breaks the equality between a state’s employment and population. Equilibrium under WFH is thus determined by two conditions: a utility-equalization condition, which makes workers indifferent as to the state of residence, and a net-wage-equalization condition, which makes them indifferent to the state of employment. The form of these conditions depends in part on whether taxation is source or residence based. With source based taxation, the net-wage-equalization condition is

\[
(1 - t_h)w(\tilde{L}_h) = (1 - t_l)w(\tilde{L}_l), \tag{4}
\]

where tildes denote WFH-equilibrium values, and where the wage now depends on employment, not population. Note that, with source taxation, the tax rate is the rate for the state where
employment occurs. The tax base of a state is now total wages paid to workers employed there, given by \( B = tw(L)L \). As a result, \( z = tw(L)L/N \), with \( z \) equal to total taxes collected from workers \( employed \) in the state divided by the number of workers \( residing \) in the state.

With the employment choice independent of the residence choice under WFH, and with net wages equalized across states, the net-wage terms drop out of the utility-equalization condition.\(^{14}\) Inserting the new expression for \( z \) and adding state subscripts, this condition is

\[
A_h + V(t_h w(\bar{L}_h)\bar{L}_h/\bar{N}_h) + H(\bar{N}_h) = A_l + V(t_l w(\bar{L}_l)\bar{L}_l/\bar{N}_l) + H(\bar{N}_l). \tag{5}
\]

Conditions (4) and (5) along with \( \bar{N}_h = 2N - \bar{N}_l \) and \( \bar{L}_h = 2N - \bar{L}_l \) determine the equilibrium values of population and employment in the two states.

Under WFH with residence taxation, the net-wage-equalization condition for workers living in state \( h \) is \((1 - t_h)w(\bar{L}_h) = (1 - t_h)w(\bar{L}_l)\), with the state-\( h \) tax rate applying to income regardless of whether it is earned in state \( h \) or state \( l \). Similarly, the condition for workers living in state \( l \) is \((1 - t_l)w(\bar{L}_h) = (1 - t_l)w(\bar{L}_l)\). Since the \( 1 - t \) expression cancels in each equation, they reduce to the single condition

\[
w(\bar{L}_h) = w(\bar{L}_l), \tag{6}
\]

which requires wage equalization across the states. This condition in turn implies \( \bar{L}_h = \bar{L}_l = \bar{N} \), so that employment is equalized between the states. As a result, the net wage for a resident of state \( h \) equals \((1 - t_h)w(\bar{N})\) regardless of the work location, with \((1 - t_l)w(\bar{N})\) giving the corresponding net wage for a state-\( l \) resident. Note that net wages are not equalized across states despite equalization of wages themselves.

The state tax base under residence taxation equals the total wages earned by its residents regardless of the place of employment. To write the appropriate expression for state \( h \), let \( \bar{N}_h \)

---

\(^{14}\) In other words, the utility from living in state \( h \) (state \( l \)) is given by the LHS of (5) (RHS of (5)) plus either \((1 - t_h)w(\bar{L}_h)\) or \((1 - t_l)w(\bar{L}_l)\), depending on where employment occurs. Since these two terms are equal, they cancel from the two sides of (5), regardless of which one is relevant for a particular worker. Stated differently, the equilibrium conditions (4) and (5) are equivalent to a single condition requiring utilities to be equal for four different combinations of residence and workplace locations: live in \( h \), work in \( h \); live in \( h \), work in \( l \); live in \( l \), work in \( l \); live in \( l \), work in \( h \).
and \( \tilde{N}_h \) denote the number of state-\( h \) residents employed in states \( h \) and state \( l \), respectively. Then, the state’s tax base is given by \( B_h = \tilde{N}_h w(\tilde{L}_h) + \tilde{N}_l w(\tilde{L}_l) \). Since \( \tilde{L}_h = \tilde{L}_l = \overline{N} \), this expression reduces to \( (\tilde{N}_h + \tilde{N}_l)w(\overline{N}) = \tilde{N}_h w(\overline{N}) \). Then \( \tilde{z}_h = t_h \tilde{N}_h w(\overline{N})/\tilde{N}_h = t_h w(\overline{N}) \), so that the public good level under residence taxation reduces to the tax payment of a worker employed in state \( h \).

Substituting this \( \tilde{z}_h \) expression and a parallel one for \( \tilde{z}_l \) into the \( V \) function, and using the net wage expressions from above, the utility equalization under residence taxation can be written:

\[
A_h + (1-t_h)w(\overline{N}) + V(t_h w(\overline{N})) + H(\tilde{N}_h) = A_l + (1-t_l)w(\overline{N}) + V(t_l w(\overline{N})) + H(\tilde{N}_l). \tag{7}
\]

This condition along with \( \tilde{N}_l = 2\overline{N} - \tilde{N}_h \) determines the equilibrium state populations. Note that condition (7) resembles the non-WFH utility-equalization condition (3), except that employment in the two states equals \( \overline{N} \), with wages also equalized.

3. Analysis

3.1. Cross-state comparisons

As a prelude to further analysis, the first analytical step is to carry out cross-state comparisons under the non-WFH regime and under the two WFH regimes.

The first conclusion is that, under the non-WFH regime, state \( h \) has the greater population, with \( N^*_h > N^*_l \). To establish this conclusion, we assume that state tax rates are set optimally in the absence of WFH, with these rates chosen conditional on populations. Referring to (3), the first-order conditions for choice of the two tax rates are then \( V'(t_h w(N^*_h)) = V'(t_l w(N^*_l)) = 1 \) (the wage drops out). Next, assume that the amenity levels \( A_h \) and \( A_l \) start out equal, which implies \( N^*_h = N^*_l \) must hold in (3). Then let \( A_h \) increase, which disrupts the inequality, making the LHS of (3) larger. With \( H' \) and \( w' \) negative, an increase in \( N^*_h \) then reduces the LHS and increases the RHS of (3), restoring the equality, with the effects that operate through the tax rates vanishing by the envelope theorem. With \( A_h > A_l \) holding by assumption, it then follows that \( N^*_h > N^*_l \) must hold. As a result, state \( h \) has a lower wage and a higher housing price,
with \( w(N_h^*) < w(N_l^*) \) and \( p_h^* > p_l^* \). These differences reflect the greater attractiveness of state \( h \), which raises its population with consequent effects on the housing price and wage.\(^{15}\)

Finally, with the wage lower in state \( h \), the tax first-order conditions from above imply that the tax rate is higher in that state, with \( t_h > t_l \). With state \( h \) having the larger population, this result is consistent with other models showing that bigger jurisdictions set higher tax rates (Bucovetsky, 1991; Keen and Konrad, 2013).

Cross-state comparisons under the two WFH regimes are more easily derived with tax rates held fixed at the optimal non-WFH levels. Under residence taxation, employment levels and wages have already been seen to be equal across the states. But because it can be shown that the expression \( (1 - t_h)w(N) + V(t_h w(N)) \) on the LHS of (7) is smaller than the corresponding expression on the RHS, \( A_h \) plus this term could be larger or smaller than corresponding terms on the RHS.\(^{16}\) As a result, the offsetting population difference between the states required to equalize utilities is unclear, which in turn implies an ambiguous comparison of housing prices.\(^{17}\)

Under WFH with source taxation, the wage equalization condition (4) implies \( \tilde{L}_h < \tilde{L}_l \) given \( t_h > t_l \), so that employment is smaller in state \( h \). As a result, its wage is higher, with \( w(\tilde{L}_h) > w(\tilde{L}_l) \). Suppose that the tax base \( w(\tilde{L}_h)\tilde{L}_h \) is also higher in state \( h \). Then, with its higher tax rate, \( z \) will be higher in state \( h \) than in state \( l \) if \( \tilde{N}_h < \tilde{N}_l \). With net housing utility then also higher in state \( h \) along with amenities, utility equalization is ruled out, implying that \( \tilde{N}_h > \tilde{N}_l \) must hold instead. The premise of this conclusion, a higher tax base in \( h \), will hold if labor demand is inelastic, so that the higher state \( h \) wage more than offsets lower employment. While inelastic labor demand thus implies \( \tilde{N}_h > \tilde{N}_l \) under source taxation, the population comparison is ambiguous if demand is elastic.

Empirical evidence suggests that inelastic labor demand may be a reasonable assumption.

---

\(^{15}\) These wage and price differences between high- and low-amenity locations match the pattern in the typical equilibrium of the Rosen (1979)-Roback (1982) model. But the present framework differs from that model because a locational equilibrium condition for firms is not imposed.

\(^{16}\) To establish this conclusion, consider the derivative of \( (1 - t_h)w(N) + V(t_h w(N)) \) with respect to \( t_h \), which has the same sign as \( V'(t_h w(N)) - 1 \). With \( t_h \) set at the optimal non-WFH value, this derivative is zero when \( N = N_h^* \), recalling the previous first-order condition. In addition, as the derivative is increasing in \( N \), it is negative in the vicinity of \( N \) given \( N < N_h^* \), implying \( (1 - t_h)w(N) + V(t_h w(N)) < (1 - t_l)w(N) + V(t_l w(N)) \).

\(^{17}\) Note that if the amenity difference between the states is small, then the smaller size of the previous expression in state \( h \) would dominate, implying that the population would need to be smaller than in state \( l \) (raising net housing utility) for utilities to be equalized.
Hamermesh (1993) indicates that the range of constant-output elasticities of labor demand is $[-.75, -.15]$. A recent meta-analysis (Lichter, Peichl, and Siegloch, 2015) of hundreds of micro-level estimates of the elasticity of labor demand shows that the median is -0.420, with 83% of estimates falling within the interval $[-1, 0]$. Given that telework may change these elasticities, our analysis suggests a need for more estimates of this demand elasticity in the context of the WFH economy.

Summarizing the previous findings yields

**Proposition 1.** When tax rates are set at the optimal non-WFH levels in the two states, the following cross-state comparisons apply:

(i) In the absence of WFH, population (= employment) is larger in state $h$ than in state $l$, leading to a lower wage and higher housing price in state $h$.

(ii) Under WFH with residence taxation, employment levels and wages are equalized across the states. But the comparisons of state populations and housing prices are ambiguous.

(iii) Under WFH with source taxation, employment is lower and the wage higher in state $h$ than in state $l$. If labor demand is inelastic, population and the housing price are higher in state $h$ than in state $l$.

While population equals employment in both states in the absence of WFH, these quantities differ under the two WFH regimes given Proposition 1, with $\tilde{N}_h > N \geq \tilde{L}_h$ holding under source taxation and $\tilde{N}_l < N \leq \tilde{L}_l$ holding under both WFH regimes, assuming inelastic labor demand. Thus, population exceeds employment in state $h$ under source taxation, while employment exceeds population in state $l$ under both regimes.

With state-$h$ population exceeding employment under source taxation, it may be tempting to conclude that the number of remote workers in the economy equals the excess state-$h$ population, or $\tilde{N}_h - \tilde{L}_h$. These workers reside in state $h$ but work in state $l$, accounting for that state’s higher employment level. However, with workers indifferent between working remotely and working in the state of residence, the model does not actually pin down remote-work flows, but only the determines total state population and employment levels. Thus, the number of remote workers living in state $h$ could be increased by $F$, while the number of remote workers
living in state $l$ could increase from zero (its magnitude from above) to $F$. These changes leave the employment levels in the two states unchanged at their equilibrium values while increasing the total number of remote workers under source taxation to $\tilde{N}_h - \tilde{L}_h + 2F$. Intuitively, because interstate teleworkers can live in both states, the model does not pin down the total number of teleworkers or the number of teleworkers in living in a particular state.

Despite this complication, a simple statement can still be made: $\tilde{N}_h - \tilde{L}_h$ equals the net flow of remote work in the direction state $l$. This net flow equals the number of state $h$ residents working in state $l$ (or $\tilde{N}_h - \tilde{L}_h + F$) minus the number of state $l$ residents working in state $h$ (or $F$), which equals $\tilde{N}_h - \tilde{L}_h$ regardless of the value of $F$. Below, we will see how state tax changes can alter this net remote-work flow.

The relationship between population and employment is also informative about the burden of state taxation. In the presence of source taxation, telework allows for the possibility that a state can engage in tax exporting (Wildasin, 1987), shifting the tax burden from residents to nonresidents. To see how, note that the previous inequalities imply that the employment-to-population ratios inside the $V$ function in (5) satisfy $\tilde{L}_l / \tilde{N}_l > 1 > \tilde{L}_h / \tilde{N}_h$. These inequalities yield the following conclusion regarding tax burdens relative to public consumption under source taxation:

**Proposition 2.** If labor demand is inelastic, then under WFH with source taxation, resident-workers in state $l$ pay less in taxes than the dollar value of public goods they receive, while the reverse is true for resident-workers in $h$.

This claim follows because the individual tax payment in state $h$, $t_hw(\tilde{L}_h)$, is multiplied by the ratio $\tilde{L}_h / \tilde{N}_h$ to get $\tilde{z}_h$, while $t_lw(\tilde{L}_l)$ is multiplied by the ratio $\tilde{L}_l / \tilde{N}_l$ to get $\tilde{z}_l$. By contrast, with residence taxation, (7) indicates that residents pay the same amount in taxes as the dollar value of public goods they receive, indicating that tax exporting in the sense of Proposition 2 does not occur. In this case, the income tax acts as a benefit tax.\footnote{Under the “central-city fiscal exploitation thesis,” (Bradford and Oates 1974) suburban commuters imposed costs on central cities in the form of added public service provision costs, but did not necessarily contribute to city revenues commensurately. In our model, nonresidents may contribute tax revenue, but do not consume public services in the location of employment.}
3.2. The effects of WFH

While the previous analysis attempted to compare employment levels, populations, wages and housing prices across states within a given WFH regime, what happens to the levels of these variables in a given state when the economy shifts from a regime without WFH to a WFH regime? As above, we answer this question assuming that tax rates are fixed at their non-WFH levels, as they would be in the short run. Eventually, however, states will adjust their tax rates to suit the new WFH regime, as discussed further below. Using the preceding analysis, we can establish the following conclusions:

**Proposition 3.** Under either residence or source taxation, a shift to WFH with tax rates held fixed at non-WFH levels reduces employment in state $h$ while increasing employment in state $l$. As a result, the wage rises in state $h$ and falls in state $l$. The magnitudes of these effects are larger under source taxation than under residence taxation. While the changes in state populations and housing prices are ambiguous under source taxation, a shift to WFH increases the population of state $h$ and its housing price under residence taxation, with the reverse effects in state $l$.

The first statement in the proposition follows from the inequalities established in the previous analysis. The inequalities $N_h^* > N > N_l^*$ describe the employment (= population) relationships without WFH, while the WFH inequalities $\bar{L}_h \leq N \leq \bar{L}_l$ describe the employment relationships, which hold as equalities under residence taxation and as strict inequalities under source taxation. With state-$h$ employment larger than $N$ without WFH and no larger than $N$ under WFH, it follows that WFH reduces state-$h$ employment, raising it in state $l$. The greater magnitude of the WFH effects under source taxation follows because the strict inequalities then apply. Deriving the population and house-price effects under residence taxation requires further steps, but it can be shown that state-$h$ population rises.

The employment and wage effects of shifting to WFH under residence taxation match those in BKL’s model, where state $h$ gains population and loses employment. With wages equalized

---

19 To establish this conclusion, (3) and (7) are rearranged so that $H(N_l^*) - H(N_h^*)$ and $H(\tilde{N}_l) - H(\tilde{N}_h)$ are on the respective right-hand sides. The left-hand sides of the new equations are then $A_h + (1 - t_h)w(N_h^*) + V(t_h w(N_h^*)) - [A_l + (1 - t_l)w(N_l^*) + V(t_l w(N_l^*))]$ and $A_h + (1 - t_h)w(N) + V(t_h w(N)) - [A_l + (1 - t_l)w(N) + V(t_l w(N))]$. Since $N_h^* > N$ and $N_l^* < N$, it follows that first expression is smaller than the second, which implies that $H(N_l^*) - H(N_h^*) < H(\tilde{N}_l) - H(\tilde{N}_h)$ and thus $H(N_h^*) - H(N_l^*) > H(\tilde{N}_h) - H(\tilde{N}_l)$ must hold, yielding $\tilde{N}_h > N_h^*$ and $\tilde{N}_l < N_l^*$. The housing price then rises in state $h$ under WFH and falls in state $l$.​
under WFH (as in BKL’s zero-tax model), workers can move to enjoy state h’s amenities without the previous wage sacrifice. In addition, wage equalization implies an increase (decrease) in z in state h (l) (see the previous footnote), further incentivizing relocation. The similar forms of (3) and (7) allow derivation of this population effect, but the different form of (5) (where z depends on both N and L), precludes a similar result. The culprit is thus the presence of the public good, an amenity whose level is endogenous, in contrast to the exogeneity of A_h and A_l.

In the source-taxation case, this endogeneity means that the relative attractiveness of the two states (and thus the population effects of WFH) is no longer clear cut. The resulting ambiguity implies that it is critical for researchers thinking about the empirical effects of telework to consider the totality of amenities across states, both exogenous and endogenous.

3.3. The impacts of state income taxes

This section derives the effects of an increase in state h’s tax rate on populations, employment levels, wages and housing prices in both states, with and without WFH. The tax rates start at some arbitrary levels, and we derive the effect of an exogenous increase in the tax differential by raising t_h.

In the absence of WFH, an increase in t_h has no effect if the rate is initially set optimally. When t_h is instead set arbitrarily, then (3) determines an equilibrium population that, in conjunction with t_h, may or may not satisfy the optimality condition V'(t_h w(N^*_h)) = 1. If this V' expression exceeds 1, then t_h is suboptimal conditional on population, while t_h is super-optimal conditional on population if V' is less than 1.

If t_h is suboptimal, then an increase the rate raises the LHS of (3), requiring an increase in N^*_h and a corresponding decrease in N^*_l to reestablish the inequality. The increase in N^*_h reduces all three terms on the LHS of (3), with the opposite effect on the RHS terms. In this case, by moving t_h toward optimality, the rate increase makes state h more attractive, spurring a population (= employment) increase, a decrease in the wage, and an increase in the housing price, with opposite effects felt in state l.

Tax impacts are radically different under WFH because employment and population are decoupled. With residence taxation, a higher t_h has no effect on employment or wages in either state because wage equalization fixes both employment levels at \( \overline{N} \). Evaluating the effect of t_h
on population in this case raises similar issues as in the absence of WFH. In particular, from (7),
the increase in \( t_h \) makes state \( h \) more (less) attractive as the initial value is below (above) the
optimal \( t_h \), where the optimum is now specific to the WFH case with residence taxation. The
relevant first-order condition is \( V'(t_h w(N)) = 1 \), which differs from the non-WFH condition
by substitution of \( N \) in place of \( N^*_h \). Therefore, an increase in \( t_h \) raises population \( \tilde{N}_h \) and the
housing price \( \tilde{p}_h \) if the initial rate is suboptimal, reducing population and the housing price
when the initial rate is super-optimal (no effect arises when the tax rate is initially optimal).
The opposite impacts are felt in state \( l \).

Turning to WFH with source taxation, an increase in \( t_h \) reduces employment in state \( h \)
while raising it in state \( l \), given (6). If labor demand is inelastic, the employment increase
raises the tax base in state \( h \), with tax revenue then rising given the higher \( t_h \). From (5), the
resulting increase in \( z \) makes state \( h \) more attractive, yielding an increase in \( \tilde{N}_h \) that reduces
both \( \tilde{z}_h \) and net housing utility, with opposite effects felt in state \( l \), all of which lead to a
re-equalization of utilities. The housing price also rises in state \( h \) while falling in state \( l \).

It is important to note that, in contrast to the non-WFH case and the WFH case with
residence taxation, the incidence effects under WFH with source taxation are fully independent
of the initial level of the tax rate. This independence arises due to the absence of a net-wage
term in the equal-utility condition (5), which means that the relationship between the tax
burden and the benefits from the public good is immaterial, in contrast to the two other cases,
where the sub- or super-optimality of \( t_h \) matters for incidence.\(^{20}\)

The preceding results are summarized as follows and in the first part of Table 1:

**Proposition 4.** An increase in the tax rate in state \( h \) has the following effects on
population, employment, housing prices and wages:

(i) The tax increase reduces state \( h \)’s employment and raises its wage under the
WFH regime with source taxation while leaving employment and the wage
unchanged under the WFH regime with residence taxation, with opposite effects
in state \( l \).

(ii) Population and housing price effects are less clear cut. Under the WFH regime

---

\(^{20}\) Under WFH with residence taxation, employment and wage incidence effects (which are zero) are independent
of the level of the tax rate, although population and housing-price changes are not.
with source taxation, the tax increase raises state $h$’s population and housing price if labor demand is inelastic, with opposite effects in state $l$. The same population and price effects are felt under WFH with residence taxation and in the absence of WFH only if the initial tax rate is below optimal, being opposite otherwise.

(iii) In cases where the tax increase raises the population of state $h$, the net flow of remote work shifts toward state $l$.

Thus, if taxes are residence-based, an increase in state $h$’s tax rate has no effect on employment or wages in the two states, while populations and housing prices adjust in some fashion depending on the optimality of taxes. But if taxes are source-based, then employment and wages are affected along with populations and housing prices, falling and rising in state $h$, respectively. While population movements could be in either direction under all the regimes, part (ii) of the proposition provides conditions for the direction to be toward state $h$.

The radical difference between tax impacts with and without WFH is clearest in this latter case, where population moves toward state $h$ under each regime. In the absence of WFH, the tax increase raises employment in state $h$ (in step with population), but under WFH, the tax increase either reduces employment in state-$h$ (with source taxation and inelastic demand) or leaves it unchanged (with residence taxation). These radically different employment effects are due to the decoupling of residence and employment locations.

In cases where the population of state $h$ increases, the fact that employment falls or stays constant under WFH means that $\tilde{N}_h - \tilde{L}_h$ rises regardless of whether taxes are residence or source-based. This change indicates a shift in the net remote-work flow toward state $l$, recalling the previous discussion.

Increasing the number of jurisdictions in the model has no effect on the qualitative results in Proposition 3. Suppose that instead of a single state $l$, state $h$ coexists with many symmetric alternative states, each with low amenities. Then, the impacts on those other states individually from an increase in state $h$’s tax rate would become smaller as the number of other states rises, converging to zero in the limit. But the directions of the changes would be the same as those outlined in the proposition.

Proposition 4 has important implications for empirical researchers seeking to study the effect of state tax changes. First, the incidence of taxes is dramatically different in the presence
of telework. Wages may move in opposite directions in response to a tax increase when workers can work remotely compared to when they cannot, which suggests the need to estimate heterogeneous tax effects in the pre- and post-WFH eras. In addition, although the wage incidence of state taxes was born by resident-workers prior to WFH, the wage incidence of source-based taxes post-WFH is born both by residents and non-residents. As a result, empirical research must exploit information on the location of work to estimate wage incidence.

Second, because telework decouples residential and employment locations, researchers must distinguish between tax-induced residential relocations and tax-induced employment shifts. The latter are especially important in the case of source-based taxation, where changes in jobs by remote workers (holding constant their residence) can be viewed as spatial tax arbitrage. If labor demand is inelastic, employment and population in the high-tax state may move in opposite directions in response to a tax increase, suggesting that residential relocations are no longer sufficient to determine the pattern of spatial distortions from taxation.

Finally, our analysis points to the importance of sourcing rules on outcomes and incidence. Our model is flexible enough to encompass residence-based tax systems, such as those in the European Union but also in the hodgepodge of rules in the United States, where teleworkers can be taxed in the source state if convenience of the employer rules are adopted or in the residence state if states rely on physical presence rules for determining tax liability. Given ample variation in the tax rules in the United States, and given a sufficient number of state tax rate changes in the coming years, the empirical predictions of our model could be tested. In the meantime, our theoretical model is valuable for both researchers seeking to assemble datasets necessary to study tax arbitrage with telework and for policymakers seeking to determine the consequences of taxing remote workers.

Tax sourcing rules also have important implications for tax revenue and public-good levels. Recall tax revenues equal the tax rate times wages times either employment or population depending on whether taxes are source or residence based. With inelastic labor demand, wages rise (fall) in state \( h \) (\( l \)) under both tax regimes, but they rise (fall) by more under the source-taxation regime. The effect on taxable earnings, however, is ambiguous because population under residence-taxation is larger (smaller) than employment under the source-
based taxation regime for state $h$ ($l$). As a result, the relative responses of population and employment will determine under which regime tax revenues are higher. But, given that the effects move in opposite directions for the respective states, if the source regime revenue-dominates the residence regime for state $h$, the reverse will be true for state $l$. Intuitively, this outcome results from the differential ability to engage in tax exporting across jurisdictions and regimes.

3.4. Efficiency analysis

A natural question is whether either of the WFH equilibria is efficient. As shown in the appendix, efficiency requires equalization of the marginal products of labor across the states, equality between the marginal benefit of $z$ and its unitary marginal cost, and adjustment of the populations so that the amenity plus net housing utility is equalized across states. It is easy to see that these conditions are satisfied under residence taxation when the tax rates in both states are chosen optimally. First, wage equalization across states implies equality of marginal products, and second, optimal choice of tax rates yields $V'(t_i w(N)) = 1$ for $i = h, l$, yielding $t_i = \hat{t}$ and $z = \hat{z} \equiv \hat{w}(N)$, with $V'(\hat{z}) = 1$. With the tax rates and $z$ levels equalized, the net wage and $V$ terms on both sides of the utility equalization condition (7) then cancel, so that the condition requires that equality of the amenity plus net housing utility across states, as required for an efficient allocation of population. Efficiency emerges because WFH under residence taxation leads to equality of marginal products, and because the resulting equalization of employment levels makes the wage tax function as an efficient head tax.21

The source-tax equilibrium is, by contrast, inefficient. While marginal products would be equalized across the states if tax rates were equal, satisfying one efficiency condition, states

21 The efficiency result can be related to Wildasin’s (1980) condition for efficient interstate locational equilibrium, which governs the location of the population holding public-good levels constant. His condition requires that the sum of labor’s marginal product plus public-good benefits minus public-sector congestion costs should be equalized across states. As we have seen, the first two elements in this sum are equalized given equality of wages and the $z$’s. To induce individuals to account for congestion costs, a public-good congestion tax must be levied, and in the case of a publicly produced private good, this charge amounts to a head tax. With wages fixed at $w(N)$, the labor tax in our model is effectively a head tax, and with the $z$’s equal, the level of this tax is the same across the states, implying that all three elements in Wildasin’s locational equilibrium condition are the same across states, guaranteeing its satisfaction. See also Boadway and Flatters (1982) and Boadway and Tremblay (2012).
will not choose equal tax rates given the form of the optimality condition for rates. This inefficiency implies that workers are better off under residence taxation, an important conclusion. As a result, the federal government would want to induce states to adopt the residence principle over the source principle. Summarizing yields

**Proposition 5.** While the source-taxation equilibrium is inefficient, the residence-taxation equilibrium satisfies the social planner’s optimality conditions. The efficiency of residence taxation means that workers of better off under this regime than under source taxation.

4. Extensions

4.1. High-income households

A recent literature has explored the effects of taxes on superstars and other high-income individuals (Scheuer and Slemrod, 2020; Scheuer and Werning, 2016), and empirical evidence suggests that the impacts on these groups differ from those on the less well-off (Zidar 2019). In this section, we consider this possibility. Suppose that the economy consists of a second type of household that receives no benefit from the public goods financed by the taxes it pays. These households might be high-income households that are unlikely to consume state public goods or, in a less extreme variant, households that are net-payers into the tax system due to progressivity. Data from the Current Population Survey indicate that high-income households also have the highest propensity to work remotely, thus being most affected by the decoupling of residence and employment. To simplify the analysis, we assume that both the housing and labor markets are segmented, with the housing prices paid by the rich depending only on the rich population, and the wages earned by the rich depending only on their own employment.

---

22 Inefficiency of source taxation can be seen by showing that, if some of the optimality conditions were satisfied in the equilibrium, the remaining equilibrium condition would be violated. Equality of marginal products would require $L_h = L_l = \bar{N}$, which will hold under source taxation if the tax rates are equal. The condition for optimal choice of the tax rate under source taxation is $V'(tw(L) L/N)(L/N) = 1$, which becomes $V'(tw(\bar{N}) \bar{N}/N)(\bar{N}/N) = 1$. For this condition to yield equal tax rates across states, as required for equal marginal products, equalization of $\bar{N}/N$ across states is required, yielding $N = \bar{N}$ in each state. The $V$ terms then cancel in the utility-equalization condition (5), but the resulting condition (which then matches the planner’s condition) is not satisfied when populations are equal. Therefore, the planner’s optimality conditions cannot be satisfied in the source-taxation equilibrium.
In this section, we focus solely on the effect of tax changes on rich populations and employment and on the wages earned and housing prices paid by this group.\textsuperscript{23}

The equal utility condition for the rich is characterized by a modified variant of (3), (5) or (7) that excludes the $V(\cdot)$ terms and where all quantities and prices correspond to those of the rich. The net-wage equalization conditions given by (4) and (6) are unchanged, except that they involve wages for rich workers.

In the absence of WFH, an increase in the tax rate $t_h$ decreases the LHS of the modified version of (3), requiring an offsetting decrease in the rich population (equal to employment) in state $h$, which reduces the rich housing price and raises their wage (opposite effects are felt in state $l$). This outcome is similar to the effects of a decrease in state-$h$ amenities in the standard Rosen (1979)-Roback (1982) framework, although the model structures are different.

With WFH and residence taxation, an increase in $t_h$ has no effect on rich employment or the wage, given that tax rates are absent from (6). While $V$ does not appear, the presence of the net-wage term in (7) means that the tax increase reduces the attractiveness of state $h$ for the rich, so that their population and the housing price they pay fall.

With WFH and source taxation, an increase in $t_h$ reduces the net wage in (4). As a result, employment of the rich falls in state $h$ and their wage rises, with opposite effects felt in state $l$. But because the modified equal-utility condition (now (5)) is again unaffected by the tax increase, the population of the rich in state $h$ and the housing price they pay are unchanged, reflecting their zero valuation of public services.

The preceding results are summarized as follows and in the second part of Table 1:

**Proposition 6.** For rich households who do not value public goods, an increase in the tax rate in state $h$ has the following effects:

(i) The tax increase reduces state-$h$ employment of the rich and raises their wage under both the WFH regime with source taxation and the non-WFH regime, while zero employment and wage effects emerge under the WFH regime with residence taxation. Effects in state $l$ are in opposite directions.

\textsuperscript{23} The effects on low-income households depend on whether the tax changes affect the rates they pay or only alter top marginal rates. In the latter case, a tax change will affect low-income households only through the level of the public good.
(ii) The tax increase leads to a decrease in the rich population of state \( h \) and the housing price they pay under both the WFH regime with residence taxation and the non-WFH regime, while zero population and price effects emerge under the WFH regime with source taxation. Opposite effects are felt in state \( l \).

(iii) Under source taxation, the tax increase shifts the net flow of remote work toward state \( l \), while the net flow shifts toward state \( h \) under residence taxation.

Under WFH with residence taxation, an increase in state \( h \)’s tax rate has no effect on the employment of the rich in either state, matching the general conclusion from Proposition 4. However, a focus on the rich allows population effects that were previously ambiguous to be pinned down, while maintaining the previous employment effects. Now, with residence taxation, the tax increase causes high-income workers to move out of state \( h \), depressing their population and the housing price they pay. Notably, these changes are in the opposite direction to the ones that may arise in the previous analysis with valued public services. Under WFH with source taxation, employment and the wage for rich workers change as in the general case (falling and rising, respectively, in state \( h \)), but the tax increase now leaves the population of high-income workers and the housing price they pay unaffected. Clear population effects now emerge because endogenous public goods are not a complicating factor in determining the residential locations of rich workers.\(^{24}\)

As for part (iii) of the proposition, because rich employment falls in state \( h \) and its population stays constant under source taxation, \( \tilde{N}_h - \tilde{L}_h \) increases, so that the tax increase shifts the net flow of remote work toward state \( l \), as occurs in the cases discussed above. However, because employment of the rich in state \( h \) is unchanged while their population falls, \( \tilde{N}_h - \tilde{L}_h \) decreases, so that the tax increase shifts the net flow of remote work toward state \( h \), the reverse of the impact under source taxation.

It is interesting to note that impacts like those in Proposition 6 can arise from a change in the federal tax rate holding state tax rates fixed, with the effects applying to all workers, not just high-income workers who do not value state public goods. Suppose that federal taxes are levied through a flat rate \( t_f \) and that the revenue is spent on a public good consumed equally

\(^{24}\) Increasing the number of low-amenity states has no effect on the results in Proposition 6, as was true for Proposition 4.
across states (and valued in an additional subutility function). State taxes are deductible in paying federal taxes, so that net income in state \( h \) equals \((1 - t_h - t_f(1 - t_h))w(L_h) = (1 - t_h - t_f + t_f t_h)w(L_h)\). Now consider the effects of an increase in the federal tax rate. The state public good levels are unaffected, and because the federal subutility function cancels from the equal-utility conditions, no federal public-consumption effects appear either. Just as in the case of rich workers, the only effect arises in the net-wage expressions, where the state plus federal tax rate on wage income rises. As the combined rate rises less in state \( h \) than in state \( l \) because of federal deductibility, the federal tax-rate change has the same effect as a simultaneous increase in \( t_h \) and \( t_l \), with \( t_h \) rising by less. Under the federal change, it is as if \( t_h \) falls relative to \( t_l \), which leads to results opposite to those in Proposition 6 and the last part of Table 1. However, if the federal rate were to fall instead of rise, the effects would parallel those in the proposition. This extension makes it clear that, a federal tax change can spur interstate mobility because it interacts with state tax rates.

A recent empirical literature has focused on the effect of taxes on the location decisions of high-income households. Prior to WFH, our analysis shows that relocation of the rich in response to a state tax increase leads to tax incidence on both rich wages and housing prices. But after WFH, under source taxation, rich population movements are absent and housing-price incidence vanishes, while employment and wage effects are felt only under source taxation. These stark predictions for high-income households provide clear empirical hypotheses regarding the impacts of possible tax-induced mobility under WFH. With source taxation, a tax increase is capitalized into high-income wages, which rise as workers seek remote employment elsewhere. But under residence taxation, capitalization is only in housing prices. These results show that employment, even in the absence of any residential relocation, can be spatially distorted by state taxes in a telework economy.

4.2. A hybrid system with tax credits

The previous focus on source- and residence-based taxation masks the actual variability across U.S. states in the tax treatment of interstate teleworkers.\(^{25}\) Under one possible case,

\(^{25}\) In the pre-WFH era, some adjacent states that contain parts of a large metro area straddling their border (Pennsylvania and New Jersey, for example) adopted reciprocal agreements. These agreements allow income
two states both levy source-based taxes on teleworkers as well as residence-based taxes, with tax credits limiting the double taxation of teleworkers. In particular, a worker living in the first state \((R)\) and teleworking in the second state \((T)\) would pay a source-based tax to state \(T\). The residence state \(R\) would then give a tax credit to the worker equal to source-based taxes already paid, reducing the worker’s residence-based tax liability (although it cannot become negative). This “hybrid” system would pertain to actual pairs of states where state \(T\)’s tax rules include a source-based tax on teleworkers (there are 7 such states), where state \(R\) levies a residence-based tax (only the 9 states without income taxes do not), and where state \(R\) offers tax credits for all source-based taxes paid to another state. Since not all states with income taxes fall into this latter group and because not all states tax nonresident teleworkers, the hybrid system cannot be viewed as broadly representative of current practice, which is actually better approximated by the residence-based system (though there is substantial uncertainty over tax rules in the future).\footnote{Note that a teleworker working in one the 7 states that taxes nonresident teleworkers in the employer’s state and living in a state without an income tax would pay only a source-based tax.}

Nevertheless, the following analysis formalizes the hybrid system and derives some of its properties.

First, we derive the net wage for different combinations of residence and work locations under a hybrid system, assuming that \(t_h > t_l\). Consider first workers who live in state \(h\). For those who also work in state \(h\), the net wage equals \((1 - t_h)w(L_h)\). Workers living in \(h\) and working in \(l\) pay a tax of \(t_lw(L_l)\) to state \(l\), and they pay to state-\(h\) a tax on remote income at the local rate \(t_h\) less a credit for taxes already paid to state \(l\). The state-\(h\) tax liability then equals \(\max\{0, t_hw(L_l) - t_lw(L_l)\} = t_hw(L_l) - t_lw(L_l)\), where \(t_h > t_l\) is used and the \(\max\) operator captures non-refundability of credits (ruling out negative taxes). Summing the two tax payments yields \(t_hw(L_l)\) and a net wage of \((1 - t_h)w(L_l)\). For state-\(h\) residents to be indifferent to their place of employment, the two net-wage expressions must be equal, yielding

\[
(1 - t_h)w(L_h) = (1 - t_h)w(L_l). \tag{8}
\]

earned by workers commuting across the state border to the other state’s part of the metro area to be taxed in the state of residence, agreements that now presumably apply to remote workers. In effect reciprocity makes it so these states bilaterally are operating under the residence-taxation regime.
Now consider workers who live in state $l$. For those also working in state $l$, the net wage is $(1 - t_l)w(L_l)$. Those working in state $h$ pay $t_hw(L_h)$ to that state while paying $\max\{0, t_lw(L_h) - t_hw(L_h)\} = 0$ to state $l$. This expression is zero because the state-$h$ tax payment exceeds the local payment, meaning that no additional tax is paid to state $l$, which yields a net wage of $(1 - t_h)w(L_h)$. For state-$l$ residents to be indifferent to their place of employment, these two net wage expressions must again be equal:

\[(1 - t_h)w(L_h) = (1 - t_l)w(L_l). \tag{9}\]

Inspection of (8) and (9) shows that both equations cannot be satisfied. If (8) holds, then $w(L_h) = w(L_l) = w(\overline{N})$, which means that the RHS of (9) exceeds the LHS given $t_h > t_l$. Thus, if state $h$ residents work in both states (if (8) holds), then state $l$ residents will only work in state $l$ (< replaces = in (9)). Conversely, if (9) holds, then $w(L_h) > w(L_l)$, and the LHS of (8) exceeds the RHS. Thus, if state $l$ residents work in both states (if (9) holds), then state $h$ residents will only work in state $h$ (> replaces = in (8)).

This discussion raises the possibility that the wage-equalization condition in the WFH models without tax credits may not hold as an equality, as has been assumed so far. In this case, all workers in the economy, regardless of their residence state, would work in just one of the two states, the one with the higher net wage. However, considering only outcomes where each state has jobs, as is done above, the analysis of the hybrid regime in the previous paragraph implies that residents of one of the two states work only in that state.

When equality holds in (9) rather than in (8), the hybrid equilibrium would appear to match the previous one with source-based taxation, while the equilibrium would appear to coincide with the residence-based equilibrium when (8) holds as an equality. However, to verify these claims, it must be checked that the utility-equalization condition remains the same as before, which requires the same expressions for $\tilde{z}_h$ and $\tilde{z}_l$. The appendix shows that this coincidence of equilibria occurs only in the case when (9) holds as an equality. Instead, if (8) holds as an equality, the system of tax credits changes which states receive the tax revenue relative to the purely residence based system, resulting in a new type of equilibrium. Summarizing the preceding results yields
Proposition 7. Under WFH with a hybrid regime in which each state contains jobs, residents of one of the two states work only in that state. If residents of state $l$ work in both states, then the hybrid equilibrium coincides with the equilibrium under source taxation, having the same comparative-static properties. But if residents of state $h$ work in both states, the hybrid equilibrium is different from those considered so far.

Note that, because it appears impossible to rule out one of the two cases delineated in the proposition, a WFH economy under a hybrid regime evidently can have multiple equilibria.

If residents of $l$ work in both states, the hybrid equilibrium (and its comparative statics) correspond to those with source taxation. With cross-border telework only in one direction, we can now sharpen part (iii) of Propositions 4 and 6. Recall that with inelastic labor demand, the net flow of remote work, $\tilde{N}_h - \tilde{L}_h$, rises when $t_h$ increases. Because commuting is only in one direction with tax credits, this expression simplifies\(^{27}\) to $\tilde{N}_h - \tilde{L}_h = -\tilde{N}_l^h$, which is the negative of the total amount of interstate workers in the economy. Then, because the net flow rises, we conclude that a higher state-$h$ tax rate deters telework arrangements, so that the total number of interstate teleworkers falls.

If residents of $h$ work in both states, then the net flow of remote work becomes $\tilde{N}_h - \tilde{L}_h = \tilde{N}_l^h$. In this case, because tax credits influence which jurisdiction receives the tax revenue, a tax increase in $h$ may have different effects than a tax decrease in $l$. Regardless, any tax change that raises the net flow of remote work will increase the total number of interstate teleworkers.

4.3. Unilateral taxation of nonresident teleworkers

Given that the pure source-based equilibrium can arise under a hybrid system with tax credits, one may wonder whether there exists an alternative hybrid system that gives rise to the purely residence-based equilibrium. To answer this question, we study a case with unilateral adoption of particular tax rules.\(^{28}\) Consider an alternative “hybrid” system where, following the example in the prior section, state $T$’s tax rules allow it to tax its residents while also applying a source-based tax on nonresident teleworkers (convenience of the employer rule),

\(^{27}\) Using the notation defined previously, where the number of individuals working in $j$ and living in $i$ is $\tilde{N}_j^i$, we have $\tilde{N}_h - \tilde{L}_h = \tilde{N}_l^h + \tilde{N}_h^l - \tilde{N}_h^l = \tilde{N}_l^h$, which equals $-\tilde{N}_l^h$ when $\tilde{N}_l^h = 0$ (recall that state $h$ residents work only in state $h$ in the case being considered).

\(^{28}\) The recent corporate tax literature has considered the effects of a country unilaterally adopting a destination based cash-flow tax (e.g., Bond and Gresik 2020; Becker and Ennglish 2020).
where state \( R \) levies a tax only on its residents while \textit{refusing} to offer tax credits for its residents who telework in other states because it does not recognize state \( T \)'s assertion of a right to levy taxes on those workers. Several states, including Vermont, do not offer tax credits for taxes paid to the seven states with convenience-of-the-employer rules.

To determine the nature of the unilateral-taxation equilibrium, we follow the same steps as under the tax-credit case, by first deriving the net wage equalization condition. Again, it can be shown that the teleworkers will live in only one of the two states. With this information, we can construct government revenues and the equal-utility condition. The appendix formally yields the following conclusions:

**Proposition 8.** When one state taxes nonresident teleworkers under WFH but the other refuses to offer tax credits, residents of one of the two states work only in that state. If residents of the state taxing nonresident teleworkers work in both states, then the unilateral-taxation equilibrium coincides with the equilibrium under residence taxation, having the same comparative-static properties. But if residents of the state that does not tax nonresident teleworkers work in both states, the equilibrium is different from those considered so far.

Together, Propositions 7 and 8 imply that, under the hybrid and unilateral-taxation regimes, equilibria can correspond to either of the polar cases considered previously. These alternative regimes, combined with the purely residence-based tax system studied previously, encompass the bulk of the tax regimes arising between various pairs of U.S. states. However, while the model considers only a single pair of states, thus assuming that the pair constitutes the entire economy, a fully realistic analysis would need incorporate a larger number of states, each with potentially different tax rules. But, even in that more complex setting, the pair-wise flows of labor and population following a tax increase would presumably show qualitative patterns similar to those in our model.

5. Conclusion

The last two years have seen a dramatic increase in WFH, which survey evidence indicates will persist into the future (Barrero, Bloom, and Davis 2021). The surge of telework has resulted in workers being able to move from expensive high-productivity metropolitan areas to less expensive lower-productivity areas or alternatively, to high-amenity areas without chang-
ing jobs. Our analysis also suggests that telework can allow workers to keep their residence fixed while shifting employment to other, perhaps more productive but differentially taxed, states. These structural changes in the economy pose important policy challenges for state and local governments that are reliant on income taxes, yet the effect of decentralized taxation in the presence of WFH is unknown. We provide the first theoretical guidance that informs policymakers on the mobility and incidence responses to decentralized taxation and spending.

To tackle this question, we use a model that is rich enough to capture the necessary features of taxation in the presence of WFH, but simple enough to yield sharp insights into the central questions facing current policymakers. Our main positive findings, which pertain to the employment and wage effects of WFH, show that a shift from a non-WFH economy to WFH reduces employment and raises the wage in high-tax states, and that once WHF is in place, an increase in a state’s tax rate either reduces employment further while raising the wage or leaves the labor market unaffected, depending on whether source or residence taxation is present. The paper also generates an important normative conclusion by showing that residence-taxation under WFH is efficient, a result of the equalization of employment and hence marginal products across states, which in turn converts the labor tax into an efficient head tax.

We see two possible extensions of the model. A first extension, which would amount to an entirely new paper, would be an analysis of tax competition using our framework. In keeping with the tradition in such models, employment and population would no longer be viewed as parametric in the choice of tax rates, with states instead taking account of tax impacts on these variables when setting tax policy. A comprehensive model of these decisions could consider a multi-stage game where states first pick the tax regime and then pick tax rates. Researchers could also consider an additional stage where, conditional on the tax regime, states can decide whether to offer tax credits for remote workers. However, telework poses challenges for modeling tax competition in the presence of more than two jurisdictions. Traditional models of tax competition usually assume that jurisdictions interact strategically with spatially proximate jurisdictions (Eugster and Parchet 2019), but telework makes the tax base globally mobile, meaning the competition for workers and population need not be localized.
Second, our model abstracts away from a possible effect of WFH on agglomeration economies (Rosenthal and Strange, 2008). With remote work possibly lessening interactions by remote workers with their coworkers and as well as with employees in other firms, both own productivity and the extent of overall agglomeration forces could be weakened. These individual and aggregate effects may have important implications for how employment and populations respond to taxes, as in Brülhart, Jametti, and Schmidheiny (2012).

Our paper provides an ambitious agenda for future empirical research. Although we would like to empirically test the model, there have been too few major state tax reforms since the surge in telework, and the last two years have many other confounding events. In the coming years, states will change income tax rates and, given the lack of legal consensus on state taxing rights over teleworkers, may change the sourcing rules governing how those teleworkers are taxed. These changes, combined with the expected persistence of WFH, will provide ample variation to identify the heterogeneous effects on mobility and prices featured in our model.

The subsequent empirical analysis of interjurisdictional mobility might consider the following factors. First, researchers should allow different effects for states that tax teleworkers at their residence versus states that rely on source taxation, also taking account of any tax credits. Second, “endogenous amenities” (public goods) funded by taxes are important: the extent to which individuals value spending influences both population and employment mobility, as seen in our analysis. Third, because telework decouples employment and residence, unless taxes are purely residence-based, the elasticity of residential mobility is no longer sufficient to gauge the extent of tax-related spatial distortions in the economy (employment mobility and wage impacts under WFH must also be considered). Finally, our paper provides a call for new data sources and distinct measurement of the location of the employer and individual. While current surveys such as the Census and the Survey of Income Program Participation (SIPP) ask questions about telework, questions about the location of where the work occurred could be interpreted by the respondent as either the location of residence or the employer. Researchers

---

29 Monte, Redding and Rossi-Hansberg (2018) estimate how migration and commuting influence the local employment elasticity in response to local demand shocks.

30 The SIPP asks “What is the address of the main location where (person) work(s)(ed) at (employer name)?” while the American Community Survey asks “At what location did this person work last week?”.
might instead find alternative datasets such as administrative tax data or the Longitudinal Employer-Household Dynamics (LEHD) to study the relevant locations for teleworkers.

Public-sector impacts of WFH that are not directly connected to the present model also deserve investigation. Hybrid WFH arrangements, where workers remain in the same city but commute fewer days per week, lead to a reduction commuting costs and thus create an incentive for further decentralization of cities. By putting downward pressure on residential property values in downtown areas, this decentralization is likely to depress property-tax bases in central cities across the country, creating fiscal pressure. This pressure is likely to be compounded by the falling rents (and hence values) of office buildings as commercial tenants unload unneeded space in the face of WFH. Negative spillover effects for restaurants and other businesses serving downtown workers will depress rents and values for such space while also cutting sales tax revenue. All these WFH-related developments could spell fiscal trouble for U.S. central cities, and they are topics ripe for further research.
Appendix

A.1. A hybrid regime with tax credits

To derive tax revenues in the WFH tax-credit regime, define (as in section 2.2) $\tilde{N}_h^h$ and $\tilde{N}_l^l$ as the number of state-$h$ residents employed in states $h$ and $l$, respectively, and $\tilde{N}_h^l$ and $\tilde{N}_l^h$ as the number of state-$l$ residents employed in states $h$ and $l$, respectively. We can then write total employment in state-$h$ as $\tilde{L}_h = \tilde{N}_h^h + \tilde{N}_l^h$ and total population in state $h$ as $\tilde{N}_h = \tilde{N}_h^h + \tilde{N}_l^h$, with similar relationships for state $l$.

Tax revenues in the two states (equal to $\tilde{r}_h$ and $\tilde{r}_l$) are given by

$$\tilde{r}_h = t_h w(\tilde{L}_h) \tilde{N}_h^h + t_h w(\tilde{L}_h) \tilde{N}_l^h + \max\{0, (t_h - t_l) w(\tilde{L}_l) \tilde{N}_h^l\}$$  \hspace{1cm} (a1)

$$\tilde{r}_l = t_l w(\tilde{L}_l) \tilde{N}_l^l + t_l w(\tilde{L}_l) \tilde{N}_h^h + \max\{0, (t_l - t_h) w(\tilde{L}_h) \tilde{N}_l^h\}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (a2)

Each equation contains three terms. Focusing on the state-$h$ revenue, the first term in (a1) is tax revenue from resident workers. The second term is revenue from state-$l$ residents who telework in state $h$. The third term is revenue from state-$h$ residents who telework in state $l$. Because these workers pay taxes to the source state (state $l$) first, the revenue they generate equals zero if $t_h \leq t_l$ and reflects the state’s tax rate net of credits for state-$l$ taxes, equal to $t_h - t_l$, if $t_h > t_l$. Revenue in state $l$ is similarly derived.

In our model, we assume $t_h > t_l$ and, as shown in the text, only residents of one state can engage in telework. Suppose that equality holds in (9), so that state-$l$ residents work in both states while state $h$ residents work only there. Then, a state-$l$ resident working in state $h$ will pay taxes to state $h$ but will owe no additional taxes to state $l$ because $t_l < t_h$. Using (a1) and (a2), tax revenues in the two states then simplify to

$$\tilde{r}_h = t_h w(\tilde{L}_h) \tilde{N}_h^h + t_h w(\tilde{L}_h) \tilde{N}_l^h = t_h w(\tilde{L}_h) \tilde{L}_h$$  \hspace{1cm} (a3)

$$\tilde{r}_l = t_l w(\tilde{L}_l) \tilde{N}_l^l = t_l w(\tilde{L}_l) \tilde{L}_l.$$  \hspace{1cm} (a4)
Note that $\tilde{N}_l^l = \tilde{L}_l$ holds in ($a4$) because $\tilde{N}_l^l = 0$. The tax revenue expressions in ($a3$) and ($a4$) are then the same as those inside the $V$ terms in (5) (where division by population then occurs), which implies that the tax-credit equilibrium where state-$l$ residents work in both states is the same as the source-taxation equilibrium.

Now suppose that equality holds in equation (8) in the text, so that state-$h$ residents work in both states while state-$l$ residents work only there. Now, tax credits matter, with the revenue expressions given by

$$\tilde{r}_h = t_h w(\tilde{L}_h)\tilde{N}_h^h + (t_h - t_l)w(\tilde{L}_l)\tilde{N}_l^l = t_h w(\overline{N})\tilde{N}_h - t_l w(\overline{N})\tilde{N}_l^l \quad (a5)$$

$$\tilde{r}_l = t_l w(\tilde{L}_l)\tilde{N}_l^l + t_l w(\tilde{L}_l)\tilde{N}_l^l = t_l w(\overline{N})(\tilde{N}_h^l + \tilde{N}_l^l) = t_l w(\overline{N})\overline{N}. \quad (a6)$$

In moving from ($a1$) to ($a5$), note that the second term in ($a1$) is zero given $\tilde{N}_l^h = 0$ and that the second term in ($a5$) reflects that the tax credit given by state $h$ to its residents who work in state $l$, which reduces its revenue by the amount of taxes already paid to state $l$.

To get $z$ values, these revenue expressions must be divided by $\tilde{N}_h$ and $\tilde{N}_l$, respectively. Inspection of ($a5$) and ($a6$) shows that the expressions do not reduce to the $z$ values on the two sides of (7), which equal $t_h w(\overline{N})$ and $t_l w(\overline{N})$, respectively. Therefore, the tax-credit equilibrium when state-$h$ residents work in both states is not the same as the residence-based equilibrium analyzed above. Note that, while the analysis of residence and source taxation focused on comparative statics of an increase in $t_h$, recognizing that equivalent results would emerge with a change in $t_l$, the identity of which tax rate changes matters in this new tax-credit equilibrium, given the appearance $t_l$ in the state-$h$ expression ($a5$). Given this added complexity, we leave comparative-static analysis of this equilibrium to future work.

A.2. Unilateral taxation of teleworkers

In this section, we consider the case where one state unilaterally taxes nonresident teleworkers, but where the other state does not tax teleworkers and thus refuses to offer tax credits to its own residents who work in other states. This case is quite common in the United States, as it involves pairs of states where one state has a convenience-of-the-employer rule (7 such states) and where the other state does not have such a rule (all remaining states with income
taxes) while also refusing to offer a tax credit to residents. Not all of the remaining states fall into this latter category, but there are several states that do not offer tax credits to resident teleworkers (Vermont is one).

First, we derive the net wage for different combinations of resident and work locations, assuming without loss of generality that state \( h \) taxes nonresident teleworkers, but that state \( l \) does not. Consider first workers who live in state \( h \). For those who also work in state \( h \), the net wage equals \((1 - t_h)w(L_h)\). Workers living in \( h \) and working in \( l \) are taxed only in the resident state because state \( l \) does not tax teleworkers, receiving a net wage of \((1 - t_h)w(L_l)\). For state \( h \) residents to be indifferent to their place of employment, the two net-wage expressions must be equal, yielding

\[
(1 - t_h)w(L_h) = (1 - t_h)w(L_l). \quad (a7)
\]

Now, consider workers living in state \( l \). For those also working in state \( l \), the net wage is \((1 - t_l)w(L_l)\). Those working in state \( h \) now pay \( t_h w(L_h) \) to that state because it taxes teleworkers, but they receive no credit in state \( l \), thus owing \( t_l w(L_h) \) to state \( l \), reflecting double taxation of income. Their net wage thus equals \((1 - t_h - t_l)w(L_h)\). For state \( l \) residents to be indifferent to their place of employment, these two net-wage expressions must again be equal:

\[
(1 - t_l)w(L_l) = (1 - t_h - t_l)w(L_h). \quad (a8)
\]

As before, both equations cannot be satisfied. If \((a7)\) holds, then \( w(L_h) = w(L_l) = w(\overline{N}) \), which means that the LHS of \((a8)\) exceeds the RHS. In this case, residents of \( h \) work in both states but residents of \( l \) do not, with uncredited taxation of teleworkers discouraging nonresidents from working in the state that adopts such a rule. Conversely, if \((a8)\) holds, then \( w(L_h) > w(L_l) \), and the LHS of \((a7)\) exceeds the RHS. Thus, residents of state \( l \) work in both states, but residents of \( h \) do not. The wage needs to be sufficiently high in the state that taxes teleworkers to incentivize nonresidents to work there, but its own residents will then not want to work in the other state.

With this information, tax revenues can easily be computed. If \((a7)\) holds, so that state-\( h \)
residents work in both states, then tax revenues are given by

\[ \tilde{r}_h = t_h w(N) \tilde{N}_h = t_h w(N) \tilde{N}_h \quad (a9) \]

\[ \tilde{r}_l = t_l w(N) \tilde{N}_l = t_l w(N) \tilde{N}_l, \quad (a10) \]

where the last equality holds because \( \tilde{N}_l = 0 \). After dividing by population, these tax revenues yield the \( z \) expressions in (7). Therefore, with the net-wage equalization condition being the same, the equilibrium and comparative statics in this case match those under purely residence-based case.

Now suppose that \( (a8) \) holds with equality, so that state-\( l \) residents work in both states. Then, the expressions for tax revenue become

\[ \tilde{r}_h = t_h w(\tilde{L}_h) \tilde{N}_h^h + t_h w(\tilde{L}_h) \tilde{N}_h^l = t_h w(\tilde{L}_h) \tilde{L}_h \quad (a9) \]

\[ \tilde{r}_l = t_l w(\tilde{L}_l) \tilde{N}_l^l + t_l w(\tilde{L}_h) \tilde{N}_l^h. \quad (a10) \]

While state-\( h \) tax revenue in \( (a9) \) matches revenue in the source-taxation case, \( (a10) \) does not match the state-\( l \) revenue expression under source taxation, implying that the resulting equilibrium differs from those analyzed previously. Thus, we again leave comparative-static analysis of this case to future work.

**A.3. Efficiency analysis**

Suppose that a social planner chooses the optimal allocation of population and employment and the optimal public-good levels in our WFH economy. The problem is to maximize a common utility level \( u \) under the assumption that both states achieve this utility level, which is a horizontal equity condition that must be satisfied in equilibrium. The Lagrangean expression for this problem is

\[
\begin{align*}
u &+ \lambda_h (A_h + e_h + V(z_h) + U(1/N_h) - u) \\
&+ \lambda_l (A_l + e_l + V(z_l) + U(1/N_l) - u) \\
&+ \mu [N_h e_h + N_l e_l + N_h z_h + N_l z_l - (f(L_h) + f(L_l))]. \quad (a11)
\end{align*}
\]
with last constraint being the economy’s resource constraint.

Using \( N_l = 2N - N_h \) and \( L_l = 2N - L_h \), the first-order conditions are

\[
\begin{align*}
\upsilon : & \quad 1 - \lambda_h - \lambda_l = 0 \quad (a12) \\
\epsilon_h : & \quad \lambda_h + \mu N_h = 0 \quad (a13) \\
\epsilon_l : & \quad \lambda_l + \mu (N_l) = 0 \quad (a14) \\
z_h : & \quad \lambda_h V'(z_h) + \mu N_h = 0 \quad (a15) \\
z_l : & \quad \lambda_l V'(z_l) + \mu N_l = 0 \quad (a16) \\
L_h : & \quad \mu (f'(L_h) - f'(N_l)) = 0 \quad (a17) \\
N_h : & \quad \lambda_h U'(1/N_h)(-1/N_h^2) + \lambda_l U'(1/N_l)(1/N_l^2) + \mu (e_h - e_l + z_h - z_l) = 0 \quad (a18)
\end{align*}
\]

Eqs. \((a13)-(a16)\) yield \( V'(z_h) = V'(z_l) = 1 \), which implies \( z_h = z_l = \hat{z} \). Using \((a17)\) yields \( f(L_h) = f(N_l) \), so that \( L_h = L_l = \overline{N} \). Subtracting the utility constraints in \((a11)\) yields \( e_h - e_l = A_l - A_h + U(1/N_l) - U(1/N_h) \), and inserting in \((a18)\) while canceling the \( z \)'s and using \((a13)\) and \((a14)\) to eliminate the multipliers, the condition becomes

\[
A_h + H(N_h) = A_l + H(N_l). \quad (a19)
\]

Thus, at the optimum, employment is equally split between the states, the \( z \)'s equal \( \hat{z} \), and the state populations satisfy \((a19)\). It is easy to see that these conditions are the same as the equilibrium conditions under the residence-taxation regime when the tax rates are set optimally at the value \( \hat{\tau} \) in both states, which satisfies \( \hat{\tau} w(\overline{N}) = \hat{z} \). Then, the \( V \)'s and the net wage terms on both sides of \((7)\) cancel, so that the equation reduces to \((a19)\), indicating that the optimal and equilibrium state populations coincide.
### Table 1: Effect of a Tax Increase in State $h$ on its Prices and Quantities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>General Model</th>
<th>Rich Households</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>no-WFH</td>
<td>WHF/source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population</td>
<td>+**</td>
<td>+*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment</td>
<td>+**</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Housing Price</td>
<td>+**</td>
<td>+*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wage</td>
<td>−**</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net Remote-Work Flow</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>+*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Assuming inelastic labor demand

**Assuming the initial tax rate is suboptimal
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